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Introduction
Tourism has many different purposes for many different people: from travel for
recreation, leisure, to business, the tourism industry is a thriving market in the world’s economy.
According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), “tourism has
experienced continued growth and deepening diversification to become one of the fastest
growing economic sectors in the world” (Why Tourism?). Tourism has been a consistently rising
market in many countries throughout the world. Not only does tourism create an influx of
visitors into different countries, but it also creates millions of jobs throughout the world. As a
successful industry around the world, tourism is 5% of the entire world’s gross domestic product
(GDP) and creates 235 million jobs worldwide (Why Tourism?). There are two main categories
tourism can fall under: mass and alternative. Mass tourism is the traditional vacation package,
including transportation, accommodation, and attractions, however it can be incredibly
detrimental to the location’s environment. Meanwhile, alternative tourism has certain
qualifications such as being environmentally friendly, having smaller scale attractions that take
place in villages or local communities, it does not exploit the locals, and is culturally sustainable.
Hiking, adventure holidays, and educational trips are all types of alternative tourism
(Lertcharoenchoke, 1999). Essentially, it is the road less taken and an exploration which most
tourists do not take. Through different types of tourism, every country is able to aim towards
different types of tourists.
China is the aim of this study due to its rise in the economy and tourism over the past few
decades. After China opened up its gates to allow tourists from around the world in 1978, the
country’s tourism industry has been on a fast incline. Along with the international tourism
increase, the domestic tourism industry has also been on the rise due to the increasing middle
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class in China. Due to higher expectations in travel experience, China has improved the tourism
industry through upscale hotels, high-speed bullet trains, luxury cruises, and cultural experiences
with the locals. The country has also increased its expansion to tourists through different
international events, such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the 2010 Shanghai World Expo, and the
2010 Guangzhou Asian Games. Due to these major events, infrastructure has improved in the
cities through hotels, subway lines, and airports (The New Face of Tourism, 2007). Beijing also
spread awareness about air pollution and international languages to the locals for the city to be
more accommodating towards tourists. Meanwhile, the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai brought in
revenue and exposure to the city. Through different international events, China has had the
spotlight on its country, which leads to an overall increase in tourists. Beyond the major
international events China has hosted, China is also one of the up and coming four economies in
the world: Brazil, Russia, India, and China (BRIC countries). With all of these factors, China as
a study will be promising because of its continuous changes.

Map of China with Shanghai

Shanghai, a major port city in China overtime has developed into a major business
metropolis. Geographically, the Huangpu River divides Shanghai into Puxi to the west, and the
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recently renovated Pudong to the east. Over the past twenty years, Pudong has developed from a
small, agricultural town into a major financial center. According to Shanghai Pudong, Pudong’s
total gross domestic product (GDP) has increased from 6 billion RMB in 1990 to 210.8 billion
RMB in 2005 (Xuebing, 2007, 8). During the renovation, Pudong had three major rounds of
infrastructure development; six new regions developed to increase the revenue of the district, and
are now home to 72 multinational corporations’ regional headquarters (Xuebing, 2007, xi).

Shanghai District Map Displaying Pudong and Puxi and the Huangpu River

Due to this increase in revenue, the standards for tourism have improved overtime in
Shanghai. Because of numerous people coming into Shanghai for different purposes, the tourism
industry has flourished, through the upscale hotels, the shopping centers, and catered areas
towards visitors. With the increase of tourists, Shanghai has also developed more scenic areas
solely for tourism purposes.
I will start out this paper by introducing the different types of tourism in the world and
continue to discuss tourism in China, followed by discussing Shanghai through its history and
tourism. With the tourism in China, I will discuss the history of Chinese tourism, the current
status of tourism in the country, including statistics and financial revenue through resources such
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as the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). Finally, I will discuss the
example of Shanghai and how the city has improved its tourism numbers in the past twenty years
and how this process has occurred. I will then discuss the boom in Shanghai’s tourism industry
and how it has impacted the city and China, as a whole. Finally, I will conclude with my own
personal experiences in Shanghai and how they reflect with the information I discussed.
Tourism Overview
A popular saying states, “travel is the one thing you buy that makes you richer” which
reflects the tourism industry’s popularity quite accurately. While to many people, tourism is a
luxury, in certain countries; tourism is a necessity for a great portion of the country’s income.
There are many different types of recognized tourism, which accommodate for all sorts of
travelers. John Davenport and Edward L. Jackiewicz (2008) establish four different types
tourism in their article “Spaces of Tourism.”
First, there is Beach or ‘3S’ tourism (sea, sand, and sun), where tourists are attracted to
the relaxing atmosphere of an all-inclusive coastal resort or island getaways. In China, Hainan
Island is a popular tourist destination for visitors to relax and escape the bustling Chinese
metropolises. Located in the South China Sea, Hainan Island boasts about its crystal clear waters
and soft, warm sand. Rich in coral reefs that host sea cucumbers, lobsters, a plethora of fish, and
sea urchins, Sanya is the first commercial diving location in China (Song, 2012). Beyond tourists
escaping to relax, the island also hosts many sailing and windsurfing competitions.
Next, there is nature-based tourism or ecotourism, which involves destinations with
untouched and natural settings to view wildlife and nature. Ecotourism can also include tourists
visiting a certain destination in order to preserve the nature or embrace the wild adventures that
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are offered in nature (Davenport & Jackiewicz, 2008). As China encompasses thousands of miles
of land, there are an abundant amount of nature-based sites for tourists to visit. Ranging from the
Huangguoshu Waterfalls, the Five Sacred Mountains, and the Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze
River. Another popular location for many tourists is the city of Chengdu to visit the Chengdu
Panda Base. As a site to accommodate for pandas and other Chinese endangered species, many
tourists flock to Chengdu to be able to see these rare species in their habitats (Visitor Education,
2007).

Three Gorges Dam on Yangtze River

Third, Davenport and Jackiewicz discuss culturally-based tourism, which draws tourists
to traditional elements of culture. This type of tourism can include the final type of tourism,
urban tourism, since there is culture in major cities, but the article recognizes cultural tourism as
a type where visitors learn about cultural traditions, heritage, and the rural indigenous peoples.
Cultural tourism is mainly pertinent in developing countries, where the economy is based around
the cultural plethora of the indigenous people, which brings in an abundance of tourism
(Davenport & Jackiewicz, 2008). As a UNESCO World Heritage site, the Great Wall of China is
one of the world’s most popular cultural tourist sites. Although only 30 kilometers of the 21,196
kilometers of the Great Wall of China are accessible to tourists, approximately 10,000 tourists
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visit per year (Silbert, 2012). As a top tourist site in the world, visitors oftentimes will make the
journey to China solely to see the historical pasts of the Ming Dynasty.
Last, urban tourism draws visitors to the city and its contemporary culture. Urban tourism
brings visitors to the city to experience and view different means of culture through sporting
events, festivals, restaurants, nightlife, and art galleries (Davenport & Jackiewicz, 2008).
Shanghai is a great location in China where many visitors travel to solely for the vibrant and
upbeat culture. Home to hundreds of nightclubs, the Shanghai Shenhua FC professional soccer
club, and multiple art districts, Shanghai constantly boasts about being the modern and up and
coming city of China.
History of Tourism in China and the Country’s Promising Market
Despite the hiatus of allowing international visitors to enter China, the Chinese tourism
industry has boomed over the past few decades. Between the years of 1949 and 1976, the
People’s Republic of China was closed off to foreigners, with the exception for a few select
visitors. During this period, Chairman Mao Zedong believed that any travel and tourism was
considered capitalist, which was against his socialist regime. After Mao’s death, Deng Xiaoping
replaced Mao and opened up the country to foreigners, seeing the potential in the tourism
industry. Deng delivered five speeches from October 1978 to July 1979 in order to endorse
tourism development. In these speeches, Deng explained the benefits of the tourism industry,
from the economy, reform, and a 20-year plan in order to be successful (Guo, Liang, Wang,
2003). Due to these changes, the Chinese began revitalizing their transportation and hospitality
services, leading to an entire tourism sector in China. Because of these major transformations
and improvements, China’s tourism industry has exponentially increased. Approximately 1.8
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million visitors came into China during 1978, the country’s first year open. However, these
tourists were mostly from the surrounding areas of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macao (Zhou,
2012). By 2011 however, tourist numbers increased to 135.42 million, with 27 million of them
being foreign tourists, excluding Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macao (China Tourism, 2011).
The reasoning behind the major gain in tourists over the past few decades is due to three
main reasons: China joining the World Trade Organization in 2001, China becoming a major
global business site, and the 2008 Beijing Olympics (Zhou, 2012). China’s prosperous tourism
industry has led the United Nations World Tourism Organization to predict that China will
generate more than 100 million visitors worldwide by 2020, turning China into the fourth largest
market in the world (World Tourism Organization, 2008).
China’s Current Tourism Status
China is currently ranked third for inbound tourists due to its forbidden destination status,
long cultural history, and major tourist attractions (China Tourism Report Includes BMI’s
Forecasts, 2012). As a major portion of China’s Gross Domestic Product, tourism has recently
brought in $644 billion, which is 9.2% of China’s GDP in 2011. The tourism sector in China
supplies 61.9 million jobs, which is 8.1% of China’s total employment in 2011 (China: How
does Travel & Tourism compare to other Sectors?, 2012). With this boom of tourism, China
plans on focusing mainly on attracting visitors from within Asia (China Tourism Report Includes
BMI’s Forecasts, 2012).
However, certain transportation types have been thriving while others have been
declining. While cruises have been experiencing a boom, airlines have not been as successful
(China Tourism Report, 2013). The report states that the cruise industry “began to grow in the
1970s, [but started to] gain momentum in 2005, when Chinese nationals were first permitted to
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board cruises stopping in other countries” (China Tourism Report Includes BMI’s Forecasts,
2012, 20). With this recent growth in the cruise industry, sixteen of China’s twenty-three main
ports dock cruises, displaying the popularity of cruises amongst China. Domestically, cruises are
becoming one of the fastest growing economic sectors. The main tourist attraction for cruises is
the Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River, where luxury cruise options are popular.
While the cruise industry has increased, the airlines in China have not been as successful
recently. Due to the increase in oil prices, China’s main airlines have been suffering in their
profits. The major airlines, including Air China, China Southern, and China Eastern, have all
have decreased in revenue in 2011 (China Tourism Report, 2013). While the airlines themselves
have not been as successful recently, there is great potential in the airline industry. According to
the Boeing and Airbus, China is expected to regain its stride by becoming the second largest
aviation market by 2020 (World Tourism Organization, 2008). With plans to build around 100
airports in China over the next decade, including a new international airport in the capital city of
Beijing, China sees a prosperous future in their travel industry.
Newer Accommodations in China’s Travel Industry
While a good portion of the incoming tourism industry is international, the majority of
the tourists amongst China are through domestic travel. Over the past decade, China’s fastgrowing tourism boost is due to the rapid urbanization, a growing middle class with disposable
incomes, and more relaxed travel regulations. After 2010, the China National Tourism
Association began to invest in the country’s domestic tourism in order to make it easier for the
Chinese to travel within their own country. China’s domestic tourism increased from 906.2
million trips in 2007 to 1.4 billion trips in 2011 (The Future of Travel and Tourism in China to
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2016, 2012). Due to the up and coming middle class in China, people are more often and likely
to travel in order to experience and embrace their own country. With these disposable incomes,
tourists expect a great experience while they travel including the brand new high-speed rail,
luxury cruises, and deluxe tours. The high-speed rail is also a popular alternative way of
transportation in China. It was recently finished in late 2012 and spans over half of China,
making it the longest high-speed rail line in the world (Shasha, 2012). The current high-speed
rail serves four north-south lines and four east-west lines (China High-Speed Train (Bullet
Train), 2013). With the newest line available from the capital of Beijing to Guangzhou, the
Chinese are now able to travel 8 hours for the 1,200 mile trip instead of 20 hours (Shasha, 2012).
Through this new easier availability, travel is more convenient and capable for the Chinese.

Passenger Dedicated Line Map in China

The Chinese middle class also expects better facilities, infrastructure, and services in the
destinations they travel to. There have been improvements in all sorts of services, such as food,
transportation, and travel insurance. Tours have been more accommodating to all types of
tourists offering Western food and certain meals available for tourists to choose. Besides the
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bullet train, tourist buses are more available, making it easier to exchange buses if one breaks
down. Luxury trains are also an option for guests, making it more accessible for tourists to travel
around the country (The New Face of Tourism in China, 2007). Finally, higher-end travel
companies offer travel insurance in order to create a reputable brand and ensure that customers
are always safe. Travel insurance usually covers baggage loss, unpredictable events, and any trip
delays. With these accommodating luxuries now being offered, China is becoming a more
welcoming destination for tourists from all over.
Major International Events Hosted in China
With the recent lax in traveling throughout China, China made the decision to open their
borders to international spectators for different major international events. The country’s recent
hosting of three mega-international events: Summer Olympic Games in Beijing in August of
2008, the Shanghai World Exposition from May to October of 2010, and the Guangzhou Asian
Games in November of 2010. According to “Branding National Images,” the term ‘mega-event’
is classified as “large events of the world importance and high profile, which have a major
impact on the hosting country” (Chen, 2012, 732). Despite the financial costs and nation-wide
efforts to bring the city or country up to standard for international visitors, China took on the
challenge of hosting three major events within two years in order to promote their country and
help its economic growth. Although China is still under authoritarian rule, the Chinese
government worked hard for the bids for the different events and was able to finalize and
organize the different mega-events. By setting up the three major events in China’s three largest
cities, the Chinese government was not only able to quickly modernize each city, but also
strategically choose how to represent China to the rest of the world.
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2008 Olympic Games- Beijing, China
Beijing was awarded the 2008 Summer Olympic Games in 2001, which led to a rapid
transformation of the city and the locals’ mannerisms. 37 stadiums and venues were utilized
during the games, including 32 buildings in Beijing, 19 of which were new and 13 of which were
refurbished for the Games. Venues in five other Chinese cities were added for different events,
such as sailing, soccer, and the Paralympic Games (Post-Olympics Beijing, 2009).
Infrastructural changes were necessary in order to support and host the millions of
visitors coming in solely for the Olympics. According to Business Review’s article, “Post
Olympics Beijing” (2009), over $1.1 billion was spent on infrastructure in and around Beijing.
The main projects for the Olympics were the expansion of the airport, extending the subway
system, completing the light-rail system, and constructing and refurbishing many streets around
Beijing. The Beijing International Airport added a new terminal in order to support the influx of
people flying in and out of Beijing, along with adding a toll road, which runs directly to the
airport. The Beijing subway system also underwent renovation by adding 7 lines and 80 stations,
which doubled the size of the subway system. Many believe that the urban improvements
because of the Olympics have substantially changed Beijing for the better. The advanced
technology and innovative facilities have contributed to the growing pace of infrastructural
development in Beijing (Wang, 2012).
The Olympics also pressured Beijing to clean up the air quality and emissions throughout
the city. China developed and launched 20 projects to improve Beijing’s environment, costing
$12.2 billion (Post-Olympics Beijing, 2009). These projects included new wastewater treatment
plants, solid-waste processing facilities, green belts, and environmentally friendly buses. The city
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also raised their standards for vehicles, replacing 47,000 taxis and 7,000 diesel buses, requiring
all new vehicles to meet the European Union’s emission standards (Post-Olympics Beijing,
2009). With these new standards, the Beijing Olympics was recognized as one of the most
environmentally friendly Olympic games ever, despite the city’s negative reputation.
Overall, the number of tourists in Beijing has risen rapidly due to the Olympics. In 2008,
approximately 600,000 foreigners and 2.5 million Chinese visited during the Olympic games.
With an outlook for Beijing to grow 8 to 9 percent annually within the next decade because of
the popularity the Olympics has given to the city (Post-Olympics Beijing, 2009).
Overall, the Beijing Olympics gave China a positive international reputation. With the
Olympics costing over $20 billion due to all of the infrastructure and venues, many experts
would conclude that it was a waste of money for China, but others would recognize that the
Olympics helped China gain a positive reputation throughout the world. The article, “Beijing
Olympics – Too large, too costly? Maybe not” (2008) recognizes that China gained a long-term
benefit from hosting the games. Whether Beijing won the bid for the Olympics or not,
construction was inevitable because Beijing is such a booming metropolis and in dire need of a
makeover. With the bid in hand, Beijing had to prioritize certain projects, constructing sports
complexes first and postponing other projects. The article also states that the Beijing Olympics
“could be one of the most financially successful games in terms of revenue receipts,” thanks to
commercial sponsorship and local ticket sales (Tan, 2008). With the local enthusiasm and the
Chinese government inspired to create the best reputation for the country, the Beijing Olympics,
while costly, were a success for the long-term goals of China.
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2010 World Exposition- Shanghai, China
In 2010, Shanghai hosted the World Trade Exposition, a five-month exposition
showcasing different countries’ economy and culture. The World Expo was held on both sides of
the Huangpu River, Pudong and Puxi. The theme for the World Expo was ‘Better City, Better
Life,’ which represented Shanghai’s desire for a revitalizing start to become a major city in the
21st century. With 240 participating countries and organizations, Shanghai utilized the Expo to
capture the world’s attention and remind the world that Shanghai is a major economic center.
The World Expo brought in a record breaking 73 million visitors, which is believed to be
one of the largest events ever held. However, only 5.8% of the visitors were foreigners (Barboza,
2010). With the majority of the visitors being from China, one-day passes for Shanghai locals
were created. Beyond the locals, farmers from rural villages and school children lined up to enter
and tour the different pavilions. With approximately 400,000 visitors a day, the World Expo
gained $12 billion in revenue (Tourism Impact of the Shanghai World Expo--73m Visitors $12b
Revenue, 2010).
The Expo cost China $4.2 billion solely for the event, along with $44 billion in
infrastructure around the city. Infrastructure included the construction of ten new subway lines,
the expansion of two international airports and three main train stations throughout Shanghai.
From some of the world’s tallest skyscrapers to the world’s first magnetic-levitation train, the
World Expo forced Shanghai to prioritize infrastructure first in the city’s developments (Deng
and Poon, 2012). Even after the World Expo, the city as a whole utilizes these new developments
for their everyday lives. The city also had to renovate the Bund, a major sightseeing location
overlooking the Huangpu River into the Pudong side of Shanghai. The Bund itself cost $700
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million in renovations (Barboza, 2010). With all of these modernized changes, Shanghai wants to
reclaim its hot destination status back, which the city had in the 1930s.
After the Expo was finished in October, the majority of pavilions were torn down, some
were destroyed and others were sent back to their host countries. With only five of the hundreds
of buildings remaining from the Expo, these buildings were converted into convention centers
and meeting places. With this new opening of land, the riverside areas were developed into
office and retail space. Unlike the Beijing Olympics with the Water Cube and Bird’s Nest, which
made architectural history but have no substantial purpose, Shanghai approached the World
Expo with sustainability in mind.
2010 Asian Games- Guangzhou, China
The Asian Games are at a comparable status to a continent’s Olympics. Guangzhou,
China’s 3rd largest city, right behind Shanghai and Beijing, was the second Chinese city to ever
host the Asian Games. The Asian Games hosted 42 sports, 28 of which are Olympic sports and
14 non-Olympic sports. Utilizing 53 different competition venues along with 17 training venues,
11 competition venues and 1 training venue, which were constructed just for the games, the
Asian Games allocated $2.4 billion specifically for these venues (The 16th Asian Games,
Guangzhou, 2013).
Beyond constructing new venues for the Asian Games, Guangzhou also had to renovate
the infrastructure around the city. With projects such as airports, subways lines, roads, and the
stadiums, Guangzhou spent a total of $18.3 billion on the projects (Hamlim and Zhang, 2010).
With the desire to showcase Guangzhou as an up and coming economic city, Guangzhou was
given an urban makeover. Besides sporting venues, other projects included the opera house,
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library, and museums around Guangzhou. With the deadline of the games in November,
Guangzhou also prioritized their transportation systems to be updated. The second phase of the
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport took place, as well as adding four subway lines.
Beyond transportation, the urban neighborhoods around the city were remodeled. The city
transformed many previously run-down neighborhoods into the Games’ villages, with the plan of
turning these villages into residential communities afterwards. The city also added the Canton
Tower, a 600-meter TV tower, a new landmark added to Guangzhou’s skyline (Qiwen, 2009).
With the improved infrastructure, it enhances the city’s image and ultimately attracts foreign and
domestic investments and tourists. Guangzhou’s ultimate expectation from the Asian Games was
to change from an ordinary city into one of world status.
Since Guangzhou is one of China’s main manufacturing hubs on the Pearl Delta, the
environment and air quality was a worry for the city. During the Guangzhou Games, many
chemical plants were asked to stop production a whole year before the Games even began. The
city also made improvements to have a low-carbon economy through advanced technology
(Qiwen, 2009).
Overall, the Guangzhou Asian Games were beneficial to the tourism of the city and
China. As the third major event hosted in China within two years, China’s economy has grown
20 times since 1990, when Beijing first hosted the Asian Games. With 150,000 foreign visitors
and 500,000 Chinese tourists who visited Guangzhou solely for the Games in the two-week
period, China’s new mission to improve its image has definitely been accomplished (Asian
Games boost tourism in Guangzhou, 2010).
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Environmental Impacts of China’s Tourism Industry
Although China’s tourism industry has been increasing since 1978, this boost in tourism
leads to environmental impacts in the country. “Research on environmental impacts on tourism
in China: Progress and prospect” (2011) clearly depicts the five detrimental impacts from
tourism. While the article distinguishes that tourism has given China a positive socio-cultural
impact through the creation of jobs and the enhancement of image, the article mainly discusses
how tourism has negatively impacted China’s environment. The authors divide the different
environmental impacts into five categories: water, air, soil, flora and fauna, and soundscape.
The water in China has been mainly impacted because of recreational activities, which
ultimately affects the water and sewage system. Such recreational activities include boating,
surfing, rafting, and swimming, which have increased with the amount of people visiting China.
With the increase of tourist comes the increase of garbage. The article also discusses how certain
tourist sites have had a higher discharge in sewage due to the hotels and restaurants tourists
frequently visit (Zhong, 2011).
The next detrimental environmental impact the article discusses is air quality. According
to the article, “the atmospheric environment of some tourism areas in the country has been
negatively impacted due to the use of coal and other fuels (i.e. diesel) for heating and other
purposes, use of vehicles, and tourist activities” (Zhong, 2011, 2975). Sulfur dioxide emissions
have been highly concentrated in certain scenic spots due to the coal-powered automobiles.
Another reason for the high emissions of sulfur dioxide is due to the increase of incense being
burnt for tourists to worship in temples. The article uses the Songzanlin temple in the Yunnan
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Province where the Tibetan visitors frequent as an example of cultural tourism detrimentally
affecting the environment.
Soil erosion and desertification are common factors of environmental degradation
throughout China. The article attributes the main reasons for soil erosion are the construction of
tourist infrastructure and the impact of horses. The authors use the Emei Mountain of the
Sichuan Province as an example: “[the soil] was seriously and remarkably acidified as a result of
acid deposition. The pH value of soil trampled by visitors was lower and the content of
aluminum and manganese of soil significantly increased, which have poisoned plant roots and
affected the absorption of nutrients of fir trees” (Zhong, 2011, 2976). Through the increase of
human activity in natural sites, the soil has been dramatically affected.
Next, the article discusses how the flora and fauna diversity has decreased due to tourism.
Ever since China began allowing tourists into the country in 1978, there has been a loss of
biodiversity in plants, leading to the extinction of some plants. The article attributes “air and soil
pollution, tourist wastes, construction for tourism infrastructure, and tourist trampling” as the
main factors causing the depletion of nature’s biodiversity (Zhong, 2011, 2976). A study in
Bitahai Wetland Scenic Area in central China claims the loss of flora and fauna diversity is due
to tourist activity, including “tourists’ trampling, the picking of plants, horse grazing, horse
manure disposal, and the invasion of alien species” (Zhong, 2011, 2976).
Finally, noise due to the bustling cities and increase in human activity has affected the
Chinese environment. Through vehicles and machinery tourists utilize, noise pollution has
increased. Examples of noise pollution include aircrafts, buses, loud nightclubs, and traffic in
general.
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With the environment being detrimentally impacted because of tourism, China has taken
a stance and has attempted to be more environmentally friendly. Through environmentally
friendly transportation and general awareness amongst the Chinese, different cities have been
trying to become more sustainable to save the earth.
Shanghai
Throughout time, Shanghai has always been a major location for the People’s Republic of
China, whether it was a fishing town or the current metropolis. With over 23 million people
residing in Shanghai, it is one of the four province-level municipalities of China due to its
massive size. With the city continuously growing at 650,000 people per year, Shanghai’s
importance within China and the global economy has grown as well (Shanghai officially just got
a bit more crowded, 2011). With the increasing interest in China as one of the BRIC countries,
Shanghai has taken advantage of situation and established themselves as a major global financial
center, as well as one of the busiest ports in the world.
History of Shanghai
For centuries, Shanghai was a major administrative, shipping, and trading town due to its
eastern-most location of China. In the 1840s after the Opium War, the British Army entered
Shanghai and opened the city as a major port city by 1843 (Naumann). Soon after, the French,
Americans, and Japanese followed the Brits’ lead and began establishing territories throughout
Shanghai. By the 1930s, Shanghai became the most important port in Asia, transferring teas, silk,
and porcelain to other continents. With this increase in economy, Shanghai had a heavily
populated city with 300,000 residents; 35,000 of these were who were foreigners who controlled
a good portion of the city. The city was then divided into the European western half and the
18

Chinese eastern half. With thousands of foreigners living in Shanghai, the British and Americans
were able to help transform Shanghai from an ordinary Chinese city into a major metropolis. By
the time World War II ended, Shanghai and China in general was turned over to the Chinese
Nationalist Party and General Chiang Kai-Shek, which officially ended the foreign concession
era (Naumann). However, in 1949, China became under Communist power, where the
Communists took control over the city and formerly private-held businesses, which led to many
foreign companies to flee to Hong Kong. Industries continued to suffer in Shanghai until 1976,
when the Cultural Revolution succeeded and Deng Xiaoping allowed for the Open Door Policy,
allowing foreigners to enter China once again. This influx of foreigners led to a commercial
revival for Shanghai. Overtime, Shanghai has regained its power from an economic, financial,
and cultural standpoint.
With the Huangpu River running through Shanghai, the placement of the river has
established the city in the current situation it is in now. Since the Huangpu River runs
asymmetrically through Shanghai, “most of the urban development was focused in Puxi leading
it to be very prosperous, leaving Pudong underdeveloped” (Xuebing, 2007, 3). With the majority
of the focus of the city was on the Puxi side (Huangpu West Bank), the Pudong side (Huangpu
East Bank) remained desolate until only recently.
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Pudong: From Desolate, Rural Area to Major Financial and Export Hub

View of the Huangpu River and Pudong from the Bund

Now home to Lujiazui Finance and Trade Center, the Oriental Pearl Tower, and the
Shanghai Stock Exchange, Pudong did not become a project for the city of Shanghai until a
conference in 1988 (Xuebing, 2007, 5). Pudong was originally farmland and countryside, with
wharfs and warehouses scattered throughout the land. However in the early 1990s, as China
continued to open up its cities to foreigners, Pudong was one of them (Xuebing, 2007, 7).
Expecting the reveal of Pudong, Shanghai pushed for the transition of Pudong from a small
fishing town into a large industrialized urban area. Pudong underwent 16 years of transition and
eventually became the new financial hub of China. With the construction of several landmark
buildings, including the Oriental Pearl Tower and the Jin Mao Tower, Shanghai developed a
skyline for itself. Over the past 16 years, Pudong has reinvented itself through the six functional
regions: Lujiazui Finance and Trade Center, the Jinqiao Export Processing Zone, Waigaoqiao
Bonded Area (the largest free trade zone in China), Zhangjiang High-tech Park (a technologyoriented business area), Sunqiao Modern Agricultural Park, and transportation sectors of the
Waigaoqiao Harbor Area and Pudong International Airport (Xuebing, 2007, 14). Through these
new developments, Xuebing, author of Pudong Shanghai elaborates:
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“Pudong has achieved sustained, sound, and steady economic growth as shown by its
increasing aggregate economic strength, strengthened economic power, improving
economic structure, rising quality of economic operation, transforming mode of
economic growth, better environment for economic development, and coordinated
socioeconomic development” (Xuebing, 2007, 15).
Such a transition is shown through Pudong’s total gross domestic product (GDP) overtime: rising
from 6 billion RMB in 1990 to 210.8 billion RMB in 2006, equating to ¼ of Shanghai’s total
GDP (Xuebing, 2007, 15). With how quickly Pudong rose as an economic hub, Xuebing
acknowledges Pudong as a second Shanghai itself by attracting large, major Chinese and foreign
investments. With the wide range market of Pudong, “the domain of investment has extended
from industry to finance, insurance, trade commerce, real estate, telecommunication, agency,
education, and medical care” (Xuebing, 2007, 18). This massive expansion of Pudong over 16
years has led to major tourism throughout this district of Shanghai and the city in general.
Tourism in Shanghai
Ever since Deng Xiaoping opened up the doors of China to the rest of the world,
foreigners have been flocking to Shanghai to visit different cultural sites and embrace the
revamped metropolis. Between 1980 and 1995, there was rapid tourist development in Shanghai,
with an abundance of tourists flocking to Shanghai, leading for the city’s tourism industry to
account for 1/9th of China’s total tourism revenue (The Encyclopedia of Shanghai, 2011). In
1997, Shanghai began to focus on urban tourism, with an emphasis on Shanghai’s cityscape,
culture, and commerce. With these three themes of the tourism industry, Shanghai began
expanding based on these guidelines and developmental plans. Beyond these original plans,
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Shanghai also started a new program, ‘Community and Culture Travel,’ which brought travelers
to famous neighborhoods and renowned schools. Later in 2003, Shanghai, Jiangsu Province, and
Zhejiang Province joined together to launch a program called ‘2003 Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and
Shanghai Tourism Year’ where the program promoted the three areas and their diverse traits to
tourists. By 2005, this program created five major types of tours throughout the city focusing on
different blocks around Shanghai: sightseeing in the urban districts, leisure and ecological travel,
cultural and recreational tours, scenic tours with hills and lakes, and fashion and industrial
tourism (The Encyclopedia of Shanghai, 2011). With the establishment of the five different types
of tours from the past, tourists can still utilize different kinds of packages, “from business travel
to city package tours, from sightseeing to leisure tours, from traditional tours to leisure tours, and
simple trips to comprehensive trips” tourists are able to access and learn about different parts of
Shanghai (Xuebing, 2007, 127).
Overtime, Shanghai has flourished in the tourism industry through accommodating their
visitors and creating services solely for guests. With three major flourishing industries: quality
hotel areas, central shopping areas, and restaurants, Shanghai wants to welcome their guests as
openly as possible (Xuebing, 2007). In the hotel industry, there has been an increase in standards
by utilizing major luxury hotel brands, such as the Four Seasons, Regent, Shangri-La and
Baynan Tree, which has led to the resurgence of upscale travel (Foster, 2006). With the most
four and five star hotels in all of China, Shanghai boasts of adding another 80 to 100 hotels by
2015 (Junqian, 2012). Pudong itself has over 420 hotels, 70 of which are four or five star hotels,
which is approximately 20% of the star hotels in Shanghai alone (Xuebing, 145). Next, there
have been a plethora of central shopping areas developed in Shanghai to attract tourists all over
the city. The New Shanghai Shopping Center, located in Pudong’s Lujiazui Finance and Trade
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Zone, boasts about being the largest regional shopping center in all of Asia. Made of 18
skyscrapers, the mall includes shopping, food, entertainment, and offices throughout the center
(Xuebing, 147).
After the record breaking tourist flows after the 2010 Shanghai Expo, tourist numbers
have not been as strong, but are still consistently rising. A year after the Expo, domestic tourism
continued to rise by 2.9%, leading to 231 million Chinese visitors visiting Shanghai. However,
while domestic tourism continued to increase, foreign travelers dropped 4% to 8.2 million
visitors (Wong, 2012). Overall, Shanghai brought in approximately 240 million visitors
worldwide in the year of 2011.
After the 2010 World Expo, Shanghai’s government made it a mission of the city’s to
promote a positive tourist image and become a world-famous tourist city. Attempts to
accomplish this mission include Shanghai’s publicity logo of “going out and bringing in,” where
Shanghai promoted tourism in 26 countries and regions, as well as attended 30 international
events for tourism (Zejin, 2012). The city also set up different tourist exchanges around the
world, going as far as Russia, India, and the United States. Shanghai also began implementing
the ‘Five Year Plan’ in 2012:
“It was decided that Shanghai’s tourism will focus on seven key aspects in 2012,
including the promotion of the integrated development of tourism and culture, the
promotion of the integration of business tourism, sports tourism and industrial tourism,
the promotion of MICE (meeting, incentive, conference and exhibition), and the
promotion of the development of Shanghai’s outskirts by tourism” (2012 Shanghai
Tourism Work Meeting Held, 2012).
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With these plans in place, Shanghai followed the theme of “Happy and Healthy Tour” by
promoting the integration of tourism and other sectors, with the expectation to generate revenue
off of tourists’ spending. Through this initiative, Shanghai expects to generate total annual
revenue of approximately $39 billion off of tourism alone, which is 10% more than the previous
year (2012 Shanghai Tourism Work Meeting Held, 2012).
Future Plans to Keep Building Shanghai’s Tourism
Shanghai has grown immensely for the past few decades due to tourism and the
promotion of the city amongst people worldwide. However, in order to continue to grow into the
world city that Shanghai hopes to be by 2020, the city has a plethora of plans and projects
currently in progress. Shanghai has the desire to be a major cultural metropolis of the world,
create many tourist attractions, transform into a MICE destination, and also become more relax
on their visa’s in order to bring in the most amount of visitors.
In order to become a major world city, Shanghai has the goal of becoming a cultural
metropolis by 2020 with the 1122 initiative. The 1122 initiative is to “establish the city as a
center for creative design, for international cultural exchange, and international fashion, and as a
hub of modern cultural industry and creative talent” (BOP Consulting, 2012). Ultimately,
Shanghai wants to increase their international influence in an innovative manner. In order to do
so, Shanghai has a strategic and realistic plan to accomplish this goal. The first step is to develop
a series of cultural facilities including the Palace of Chinese Arts, Shanghai Contemporary Arts
Museum, Shanghai Expo Museum, and Shanghai Children’s Arts Theater (BOP Consulting,
2012). Next, with the plan to restructure the layout of People’s Square, Shanghai’s large public
square and park, a theatrical performing arts cluster will be built in (BOP Consulting, 2012). The
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last part of the 1122 initiative is to upgrade different cultural facilities into the major residential
area of Hongqiao. Here, a performing arts cluster and the Hongqiao International Dance Center
will be built in order to promote culture throughout the residents of the city (BOP Consulting,
2012). Since Shanghai does not have rich cultural history like Beijing, Xi’an, and other Chinese
cities, Shanghai plans on making their mark in the world with its future, not its past. Through
these multiple outlets, Shanghai’s plan for becoming a world city of culture seems promising.
Beyond the promotion of culture throughout Shanghai, the city recognizes that there also
needs to be different tourist attractions in order to satisfy tourists of all ages. With approximately
$6.5 billion, the government will work on over 13 major projects throughout the city (Yingying,
2011). Such projects include Shanghai Disneyland and expanding the preexisting Happy Valley.
Shanghai Disneyland will be the second Disneyland in China, after Hong Kong, and will be
located on the Pudong side of Shanghai. With construction already in progress, the park and its
nearby resorts plan on being completed by 2015, leading Shanghai to exceed its $6 billion budget
by $10 billion (Yingying, 2011). What differentiates the Shanghai Disneyland from any other
Disney park is its aim towards the Chinese audience, “the project aims to combine well-known
Disney stories and characters with new attractions and experiences specifically designed for the
Chinese population” (Hayman, 2011). Although Shanghai Disneyland will cover 1,730 acres by
the completion of the project, the current area is in the vastly empty new Pudong area (Barboza
& Barnes, 2011). However, due to the construction of Shanghai Disneyland, high-end hotels, a
new metro station, and shopping malls are being built, which ultimately leads to land values in
the areas to increase by 30% (Tao, 2013). Shanghai also has plans to expand its Happy Valley,
which is located 25 miles away from downtown Shanghai. With already over 100 attractions in
the park, the second phase of the park is to add the Playa Maya Water Park (Investment in
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Shanghai Happy Valley Phase II Reaches CNY 400 Mn, 2012). Costing approximately $65
million, the park plans on attracting more than half a million visitors per year, adding to the
already 2.2 million to 2.35 million visitors who already go to Happy Valley (Investment in
Shanghai Happy Valley Phase II Reaches CNY 400 Mn, 2012). Along with the water park, the
developer of Happy Valley also plans on building luxury hotels in order to boost tourists’ stay in
the area. With these two major parks in modification and construction, the hopes to boost
Shanghai’s tourism and overall goal of becoming an international city is in progress.
Shanghai also has the hopes of becoming a MICE (meeting, incentive, conference, and
exhibition) area and international shopping center for tourists from all over. Due to the World
Expo in 2010, the addition of many buildings such as the Expo Center, Mercedez-Benz Arena,
and China Pavilion will help create Shanghai into a MICE destination (Sin, 2011). Adding to the
previously built Shanghai Exhibition Center and Shanghai International Convention Center, the
multiple convention centers will help develop Shanghai into a multi-functional and welcoming
center for major events and conferences.

China Pavilion from 2010 World Expo
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Finally, one of the major plans Shanghai has in order to promote tourism is to allow
foreigners to extend their layover in the city and visit without a visa for up to three days. While
there was already a 48-hour visa-free in tact which allows tourists from 32 countries to visit,
many experts believe that the extra 24 hours will boost tourism throughout Shanghai (Junqian,
2012). The new 72-hour visa-free policy will now allow visitors from 45 different countries to
enter into Shanghai, including the US, Japan, Australia, the UK, and France. While Shanghai
does not have the rich history like Beijing and Xi’an, Shanghai has a different charming quality
to it: its up and coming cosmopolitan essence. In order for tourists to immerse themselves into
this Shanghainese culture, it takes much exploring. Another intention of adding an extra day is to
allow businessmen who travel to Shanghai to become a tourist and travel the city, “the extra day
will allow for business visitors to the city, the financial center of the country, more time to enjoy
a city tour” (Junqian, 2012). With this new policy in tact, travelers are not allowed to leave
Shanghai to travel other nearby cities during these three days though. The new visa-free policy is
recently in place as of January 1, 2013 and visitors must travel through either the Hongqiao or
Pudong International Airports with proof of an onward plane ticket for their final destination
(Kim, 2012). With this new policy enforced, Shanghai does not have the strict and intimidating
regulations like the rest of China, which tend to detract foreigners from visiting. Ultimately, the
more relaxed policy is intended to boost tourism, as well as benefit airlines, travel agencies,
shopping areas, and hotels (Jungqian, 2012).
Conclusion: Experiences of My Own in Shanghai
As a Shanghai World Expo visitor turned study abroad student in Shanghai, I personally
have embraced this growing metropolis as a travel destination. Going to the World Expo with my
mother for a vacation back in 2010, I had no idea of the history or culture of Shanghai, but I soon
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gained a love and appreciation for the city, having the desire to return. I went back to Shanghai
in the summer of 2012 through a study abroad program, University Study Abroad Consortium
(USAC), with the attempt to immerse myself into the Shanghainese culture within six weeks.
Over the month and a half I was living in Shanghai as a foreign exchange student, I
discovered how many different foreigners who actually lived in bustling metropolis. While the
majority of people in Shanghai were obviously Chinese, I was surprised of how many foreigners
there were living as ex-patriots. I also quickly learned of how many different outlets there are for
foreigners visiting or living in Shanghai. A website my friends and I frequently used was Hi
Shanghai (www.hishanghai.info), a website created by Westerners to help other Westerners
navigate around the city. The site also listed every event occurring every day, ranging from
concerts, restaurant openings, and happy hours to make every traveler’s life easier. Through this
website, I was able to read different reviews and experiences that many visitors have had during
their stay in Shanghai. I was also shocked with how many foreign exchange programs were
occurring during my stay at Shanghai University. During my six-week stay, I was roommates
with a high school student from Germany, lived in the same apartment as Koreans, and lived in
the same complex as students from Nigeria and Italy. However, the common factor for all of
these students was their desire to either learn Mandarin or understand the Chinese culture. Just as
the world is now embracing China as an up and coming country, many students are taking
advantage of a study abroad opportunity by enhancing their skills and immersing themselves
within a BRIC country.
While researching information for this paper, I found many topics that were relevant to
my time as a tourist in Shanghai. During my stay, I observed certain issues like pollution and
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infrastructure construction; I was also pleasantly surprised with the Western-focused services
and how welcoming Shanghai is for tourists.
The main concern for me during my stay was the air and water quality since it affected
my everyday lifestyle. My visit was during the summer which is the main tsunami season; this
time of year led to constant haze and clouds in the sky, leading to the sun and moon making rare
appearances in the sky. Another main issue for everybody in Shanghai is the poor water quality
and the where the water reaches to. While my certain dorm complex was lucky enough to receive
running water, both hot and cold, other dorms on campus did not receive that same luxury. Large
canteens surrounded our building because other students had to walk and retrieve water from our
building for simple tasks like showering and hygiene. This was a mind-opening idea because
while certain parts of campus had access to running water, others did not; it truly displayed the
difference between first and second world countries to me. Next, while my dorm was able to
benefit from the constant access to water, tap water was not an option for drinking water, not
even to brush my teeth. Therefore, students constantly had to go to nearby convenient stores and
buy large bulky water bottles for drinking and hygienic purposes. This led to a build-up of
recycling outside of the dorm buildings, which many homeless people would scavenge through
to make a profit off of.
Next, the constant construction in major areas was also very noticeable to me when I
roamed around Shanghai. Although the neighborhood I lived in, in mid-town Puxi had minimal
construction, other areas by Huangpu River were constantly under construction. Subway stops
were either being built or destroyed, new buildings in the skyline were always being built, and
the Pudong side is still in progress. As seen in the image below that I took from the Lupu Bridge,
which crosses between Pudong and Puxi, it is evident that while Puxi (right of the river) is
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modern and filled with buildings, meanwhile Pudong (left of the river) is still under construction
and is attempting to catch up to the other side of the Huangpu River. While parts of Pudong are
high-tech and modern like the business area of Lujiazui, others are still in the process of
converting from rural farmland to fit in with the rest of its bustling metropolis.

Contrast between Pudong (left) and Puxi (right)

Although there were certain issues with pollution, water quality, and infrastructure, I did
not feel challenged by the language barrier thanks to the constant English services throughout the
city. While I can speak Mandarin fluently, I was raised in a Taiwanese background that wrote in
Traditional Chinese, instead of Simplified Chinese, which China utilizes. Since reading and
writing was difficult for me, I was in the same position as any foreigner would be in China:
unable to read anything. However, since Shanghai is home to many Westerners and business
people, there is bilingual signage with the Romanized pronunciation on everything: street signs,
subway stops, and building names. This was incredibly beneficial because it helped navigating
around the city much easier.
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Finally, my observations and research of Shanghai’s tourism industry are consistent. The
city of Shanghai is working hard to create the city a comfortable atmosphere for tourists from all
over. Besides how accessible it was to translate signage throughout the city, there were many
different types of tourist attractions for all ages. Throughout my stay, I visited cultural centers
like the Yuyuan Garden, a peaceful garden built in the 1500s in the middle of bustling Shanghai,
the Shanghai Urban Planning Museum, which displayed the history of Shanghai as a city, and I
also made it to the top of the Oriental Pearl Tower, which has panoramic views of the entire city.
My group also made it to a Huangpu River Cruise on a gorgeous night, where we spent an hour
seeing Shanghai from a different view. Through these different tourist attractions, I realized that
Shanghai bases itself off of urban and cultural tourism, emphasizing the city’s developed urban
atmosphere but also showcasing that there is rich cultural history in Shanghai.

View of Puxi from the Huangpu River Cruise

As Shanghai continues to expand, I am excited to return back and visit the booming
metropolis. What enthuses me the most is the fact that visitors can take an extended layover in
Shanghai without a Visa and are able to take a quick escape from traveling and visit the city.
Shanghai will continue growing, unlike cities like Rome and Athens, it is not a city based on its
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history and architecture, but a city based off of its culture and new, innovative ideas. I truly do
see Shanghai growing as a major metropolis turning into the next London, Paris, or Hong Kong.
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